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The Canons of Dordt as a
Missional Document

by Lyle Bierma
Introduction
I am not a trained missiologist or an expert in
Christian missions; by trade I am a church historian who over the past forty years has done a fair
amount of teaching, research, and writing on the
Reformed confessions, particularly the Heidelberg
Catechism.1 But I have always had an interest in the
mission outreach of the church. That stems from
the several years I lived in West Africa as a child
of missionary parents, from service later on as a
short-term missionary educator myself in Nigeria
and four other countries, and from spending the
first half of my teaching career at an undergraduate
institution that helped prepare people for cross-cultural mission careers. So this topic of the Canons
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of Dordt as a missional document nicely brings
together my professional and non-professional interests.
The confessions of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, including the so-called Three
Forms of Unity of the Dutch Reformed tradition,
have sometimes been criticized for not addressing
the missional or evangelistic nature and task of
the church.2 One counterexample to this claim, of
course, is a line in Heidelberg Catechism, Question
and Answer 86:
Q. … Why then should we do good works?
A. … So that with our whole lives we may show
that we are thankful to God for his benefits … and
so that by our godly living our neighbors may be won
over to Christ.3
However, there is also missional material in the
early Reformed confessions in a place we might
least expect it, namely, the Canons of Dordt (hereafter CD). This brief essay will take a closer look
at some of that missional material in the CD and
argue that the Canons both promotes a mission vision and, because of its historical context, places
some potential obstacles in the way of implementing that vision.
Missional Material in the CD
What is striking and may be surprising to some
is that the CD contains missional material in nearly
every one of its main points of doctrine. The First
Main Point on election and reprobation, for example, is wrestling with the question of why some people believe the gospel and others do not. Eventually,
this opening canon takes us back to God’s eternal
decree, but the first five articles of the canon actuPro Rege—September 2019
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ally begin with history, not eternity. Article 1 posits the universal sinfulness of humanity in Adam,4
and Article 2 highlights God’s response in history
to human sin, paraphrasing John 3:16: “But this is
how God showed his love: he sent his only begotten
Son into the world, so that whoever believes in him
should not perish but have eternal life.”5 Article 3
then proceeds to the means that God uses to bring
people to faith. Here it cites the great so-called
“missionary” text from Romans 10:
In order that people may be brought to faith, God
mercifully sends messengers of this very joyful message to the people and at the time he wills. By this
ministry people are called to repentance and faith
in Christ crucified. For “how shall they believe
in him of whom they have not heard? And how
shall they hear without someone preaching? And
how shall they preach unless they have been sent?”
(Rom. 10:14-15).6

All of that appears in just the First Main Point
of Doctrine (sometimes referred to as “unconditional election”7). In the Second Main Point on
the death of Christ (“limited atonement”), we encounter in Article 5 what one Reformed theologian
once called “a kind of Magna Charta for missions.”8
However we might understand limited atonement
in the CD, it certainly does not entail limited proclamation:
Moreover, it is the promise of the gospel that whoever believes in Christ crucified shall not perish
but have eternal life. This promise, together with
the command to repent and believe, ought to be
announced and declared without differentiation or
discrimination to all nations and people, to whom
God in his good pleasure sends the gospel.9

This universal scope to the gospel call is underscored in Article 8, where we are told that “it was
God’s will that Christ through the blood of the
cross…should effectively redeem from every people,
tribe, nation, and language all those and only those
who were chosen from eternity to salvation and
given to him by the Father.”10
The Canons’ Fourth Main Point of Doctrine,
which deals with the way in which conversion occurs (“irresistible grace”), makes clear that although
conversion is ultimately the work of God, God uses
2
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human means to help bring it about: “What, therefore, neither the light of nature nor the law can do,
God accomplishes by the power of the Holy Spirit,
through the Word or the ministry of reconciliation.
This is the gospel about the Messiah, through which
it has pleased God to save believers, in both the Old
and the New Testaments” (Article 6).11 And
the fact that many who are called through the ministry of the gospel do not come and are not brought
to conversion must not be blamed on the gospel,
nor on Christ, who is offered through the gospel, nor
on God, who calls them through the gospel…but on
the people themselves who are called.… The fact
that others who are called through the ministry of
the gospel do come and are brought to conversion
must not be credited to human effort.… No, it
must be credited to God. (Articles 9, 10)12

In these and in other places in the CD, it is
clear that the task of the Christian community is
not just to live godly lives so that their neighbors
may be won over to Christ but also to bring and
proclaim the gospel of reconciliation to the whole
world. Furthermore, we should remember that this
vision in the CD was given concrete expression a
short time later in the Synod of Dordt itself, when
at several points in the proceedings the Dutch delegates submitted gravamina and discussed matters
related to the conversion of “the heathen” in the
Netherlands’ colony of the East Indies.13
Potential Impediments in the CD to the
Carrying Out of the Missionary Task
There are, however, at least three potential
obstacles in the CD to the implementing of this
missional vision. The first is an impediment of our
own making and cannot really be laid at the feet
of the Canons itself. In a celebrated doctrinal dispute in the Christian Reformed Church in North
America in the 1960s, known as “The Love of God
Controversy,” Professor Harold Dekker of Calvin
Theological Seminary summarized this potential
obstacle as follows:
The doctrine of limited atonement [in the CD]…
has commonly been used to place a taboo on
the proposition that Christ died for all men and
on any statement by a missionary to unbelievers
such as, “Christ died for you.” Supposedly such

This does not mean, according to these recent
scholars, that the CD explicitly teaches this English
version of hypothetical universalism. But the
British delegates at the synod influenced the shape
of the final text of the Canons in such a way that
this view was not excluded and that, in the end, alDekker argued that there are senses in which the
lowed Davenant and his colleagues to sign and supCD does teach that Christ died for all people and in
port the document.18 This would mean, therefore,
which proclaimers of the gospel can say to all listenthat the CD does not have to be read in a way that
ers, “Christ died for you.”15 This has been corroboprohibits the evangelist from declaring to an audience of unbelievers, “Christ died for you.”
rated in recent scholarship, which has demonstratA second potential imed that the formulation of
the second head of doctrine
pediment to the implemenIn these and in other places
in the Canons actually reptation of the CD’s missional
in the CD, it is clear that
vision is that the references
resented a compromise bein the confession to the hutween many of the Contrathe task of the Christian
man role in the mission of
Remonstrants at the Synod
community is not just
God are overshadowed by
of Dordt and the British
to
live
godly
lives
so
that
the much greater emphasis
delegation, which advocated
their neighbors may be
on the divine role in salvaa hypothetical universaltion: The First Main Point of
ist view of the atonement.16
won over to Christ but also
Doctrine is primarily about
The most articulate spokesto bring and proclaim the
election and reprobation by
man for the English version
gospel of reconciliation to
God the Father, the Second
of hypothetical universalism
Main Point primarily about
was the Anglican delegate
the whole world.
atonement by God the Son,
John Davenant, who held
and the Fourth Main Point
that although Christ died
primarily about regeneration and conversion by the
effectually for the elect alone, he died sufficiently
God the Holy Spirit. Statements about the human
for all people in that he merited the possibility of
proclamation of the gospel are few and far between
salvation for all. By his death, Christ satisfied for
and nearly hidden from view. This is certainly unthe sins of the whole world, not in the sense that
derstandable in the context in which the CD was
the sins of all were pardoned by his death (a benefit
written: the Calvinist party at the Synod of Dordt
he obtained only for the elect) but that the sins of
was responding to what they considered a signifiall were made pardonable. Davenant did not claim
cant threat to the doctrine of God’s sovereignty in
that God intended to save everyone; God grants the
salvation. But can and did such an imbalance in
blessings of salvation only to those whom he has
elected and only upon their repentance and faith.
the CD contribute to a diminished sense of the part
But the atonement does make all people redeemthat human beings play in the gathering in of the
able or reconcilable, such that if they did repent
lost?
and believe, they would be saved. The universality
This question can be illustrated by thinking of
of this satisfaction for sin, according to Davenant,
an individual’s path to salvation as leading through
provides the grounds for the undifferentiated and
a doorway or gateway.19 Over one side of the door
indiscriminate offer of the gospel to all nations and
God has written, “Whosoever will may come,”
people that the CD talks about elsewhere in the
and over the other side, after someone has stepped
Second Main Point of Doctrine. For Davenant, to
through it, he/she sees that God has written,
deny the universal sufficiency of the atonement in
“Chosen before the foundation of the world.” The
this sense would undermine the logic and validity
Scriptures call the church to spend its time and enof the gospel offer itself.17
ergy on the near side of the door, declaring the meslanguage is Arminian. … The doctrine of limited
atonement as commonly understood and observed
in the Christian Reformed Church impairs the
principle of the universal love of God and tends to
inhibit missionary spirit and activity.14
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sage to all nations and people that whosoever will
may come. The Canons, however, focuses most of
its attention on the far side of the door, highlighting
the work of God in choosing, redeeming, and converting those who do come. What kind of subtle
message might that have sent? Did such a disproportionate emphasis in the CD on the divine role in
bringing people to faith contribute at all to the kind
of thinking that William Carey, the so-called father of modern missions, encountered in Reformed
circles nearly 200 years later when he was about to
embark on his historic mission to India? On one
occasion, after Carey had introduced his missionary aspirations to a group of ministers, one of the
ministers reportedly exclaimed, “Young man, sit
down. When God pleases to convert the heathen,
He will do it without your aid or mine.”20 One of
the things we are reflecting on at this conference is
the consequences of the theology of Dordt. Could
this kind of thinking at the turn of the nineteenth
century have been an unintended consequence of
that theology?
A third and final potential obstacle to the carrying out of the CD’s mission vision is the harsh and
polarizing language the confession sometimes uses
for the Arminians, most notably in the Fifth Main
Point of Doctrine, Article 15:
This teaching about the perseverance of true believers and saints, and about their assurance of it—a
teaching which God...impresses on the hearts of
believers—is something which the flesh does not
understand, Satan hates, the world ridicules, the
ignorant and the hypocrites abuse, and the spirits
of error attack. The bride of Christ, on the other
hand, has always loved this teaching very tenderly
and defended it steadfastly as a priceless treasure;
and God…will ensure that the church will continue to do this.21

Again, given the political context and polemical atmosphere of the day, language of this kind is
probably not surprising. But it could have caused
further damage to the witness of the one, holy,
catholic church by portraying the doctrine of perseverance as something that divides Christians from
non-Christians. On one side of the divide in this
article are those who hate, ridicule, abuse, and attack this teaching, who are identified as the flesh,
4
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the world, the ignorant, the spirits of error, and
even Satan. On the other side are those who love
this teaching, whom the CD identifies as believers, the church, and the bride of Christ. Article 15
does not attach specific names to these two groups,
but it is not difficult to figure out who they are.
Was theological disagreement about perseverance
really of such a magnitude that the Calvinists at
the Synod of Dordt could no longer consider the
Arminians who questioned it a part of the bride
of Christ? Moreover, how much and for how long
down through the decades might this kind of confessional language have shaped attitudes that prevented the two traditions from recognizing each
other as fellow Christians or working cooperatively
in the worldwide mission enterprise? Jesus’ prayer
in John 17 was that the church be brought to complete unity so that the world might know of God’s
love and believe in him. Did such polemical language in the CD have as a consequence the weakening of the church’s witness and outreach to the
world?
Perhaps a better model for us on this score is
the relationship of two famous evangelists a century later, one an Arminian (John Wesley) and the
other a Calvinist (George Whitefield). Throughout
their lifetimes, these two men fiercely debated the
doctrines addressed in the CD, especially predestination, but always remained friends and worked
cooperatively in the great revivals of the eighteenth
century. The story is told that one of Whitefield’s
followers once asked him, “Will we see John Wesley
in heaven?” Whitefield replied, “I fear not. He will
be so near the throne, and we shall be at such a
distance, that we shall hardly get a sight of him.”22
When Whitefield died in 1770, Wesley preached
the funeral sermon at three of Whitefield’s chapels
in London. He spoke lovingly of his friend and, regarding their theological differences, stated, “There
are many doctrines of a less essential nature with
regard to which even the most sincere children of
God…are and have been divided for many ages. In
these we may think and let think; we may ‘agree to
disagree.’”23
Conclusion
When it comes to the missional nature and
task of the church, the CD may not live up to all

of our twenty-first-century expectations. We must
remember, however, that this was 1619, four hundred years ago, a whole century before Ludwig
von Zinzendorf and the first breakout of global
Protestant missions by the Moravians, and two
hundred years before William Carey and “the great
century” of Christian missions in the 1800s.24
Furthermore, the CD was a confession whose primary purpose was to defend the sovereignty of God
in salvation—salvation sola gratia—against what
seemed like an Arminian reversion to the kind of
soteriology that the Protestant Reformation had
repudiated just a century before. Finally, in spite
of the strong emphasis on divine sovereignty in the
Canons, we also find there an affirmation of the
gospel as a message that requires human messengers
as God’s instruments to proclaim that good news
to the entire world. In that respect, the Canons of
Dordt is a truly remarkable missional document.
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